Visual Art auditions for the 2020 North Carolina Governor’s School are on **Sunday, February 9, 2020, at Meredith College in Raleigh**. Only students whose public school system, charter school, special school or private school submitted their nomination to the Office of the North Carolina Governor’s School may audition. Each student will receive an official invitation in December or January with specific times, locations, etc.

The audition in Visual Art consists of nominees displaying works of art and answering questions from judges. All nominees must bring **three** of their best works of art in any medium that show drawing, painting, sculpting, ceramic, or printmaking skills. These three pieces may be in the same or different media. **Each piece is limited to 36 inches in width and height.** Do not frame the artwork, though matting is allowed. Only include a frame if it is already attached and cannot be removed. Space is limited; therefore, no easels or props are permitted.

Photography and digital art are not taught in our Visual Art program and are not preferred for the audition. However, if presenting one or more photographic/digital piece(s), these should show an understanding of design and the creative and skillful handling of visual elements and concepts found in all visual art forms, and will be evaluated accordingly.

During the audition session, nominees will stand/sit by their artwork to answer judges’ questions. Nominees must stay the entire audition session until dismissed by the judges.